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his ZX-80 for expansion, and left room for up
to 16K of ROM - an 8K ROM has already
appeared along with this year's Sinclair
computer, the ZX-81.
This means that RAM starts at address
16,384 and continues from there. T h e first 40
bytes are the System Variables referred to
before, and these give us our first chance to see
what P O K E can do. Let us look at a simple
example.
Addresses 16414 and 16415 contain the
frame-counter for the television display, incremented all the time a picture is on the television screen. The value in these two bytes is
incremented 50 times every second in the
U.K. version; 60 times a second in the version
sold in the U.S.A. So, it can be used as a
simple, and reasonably accurate, timer.
Using P O K E we can set the value to zero; if
we then invite the viewer to press Newline and
immediately PEEK at the current value we
can sec how many 50ths — U.S.A. 60ths — of
a second have elapsed. We have a primitive
"reaction timer". How does this look?

10 REM
REACTION TIMER
20 REM
FIRST SET THE COUNTER ZERO
30 POKE 16414,0
40 POKE 16415,0
50 REM
N O W ASK FOR INPUT
60CLS
70 PRINT "PRESS N E W L I N E "
80 INPUT AS
90 REM
FIND OUT THE TIME
100 LET TIME
PEEKU6415*256 + PEEK! 164141
110 PRINT " Y O U T O O K " ; TIME*20;
"MILLISECS"
120 STOP
RUN

This example shows the power and simplicity of PEEK and POKE, but it only scratches
the surface of their full capabilities.
For example, once the screen has been
written to be entirely full of spaces, it is
reasonably easy to write characters directly to
the display file using POKE. This means they
are printed without using P R I N T and it is
possible to write anywhere on the screen —
say, for drawing graphs or pictures — without
the constraint of having to write line-by-line
from the top of the screen downwards.
The exact way to do this can be discovered
by the diligent programmer from the
appendices in the Sinclair Course in Basic
programming, now that we have examined
what occurs. A fuller explanation, and
examples of ways in which space and time can
be saved in many programs, must wait for a
future article. This one must stop with a few
remarks on USR.
T h e microprocessor inside your computer,
as you probably realise, docs not execute Basic
directly; it executes a machine-code program
in R O M which then interprets the Basic.
Using P O K E , we are in a position to write our
own machine-code programs — all we must do
is to write them as a series of decimal numbers
and P O K E them one at a time into an unused
area of RAM.
USR gives us the final function we need
be able TO exploit this. USR allows us
execute a program at some address in RAM
ROM and, optionally, to pass a value back
be used in the Basic program.
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This opens the possibility of true machinecode programming — the key to all the power
of your microcomputer. Machine-code programmming is difficult because you need to
understand the primitive instructions the
microprocessor obeys.
It is also error-prone and slow to write.
Nevertheless, it provides a fascinating insight
into the structure and power of a bare microprocessor, and can be educational as well as
enthralling.
Introducing microprocessor architecture
and machine-code programming is beyond the
scope of the present article and must await a
future issue, although impatient readers will
find many books on machine-code programming in bookshops.
Any book which describes the Z-80 microprocessor in detail will do for ZX-80 owners —
many have been written and reviews of several
have appeared in our sister publication
Practical Computing in the last few months.
Readers content to experiment with PEEK
and P O K E and wait for a future article on
machine-code programming might, nevertheless, be interested in a simple demonstration of
how USR works. T h e key to this demonstration is the fact that in R O M , at location zero,
is the program which clears memory when the
power is turned on.
This routine is also used to implement the
Basic command N E W . T h u s N E W and
USR(0) are identical. Put a call USR(0) in a
short program and sec what happens — USR
calls the routine at address zero and the
program disappears.
I
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RESPONSE FRAME
BEST COMPUTER?

• I warn to buy a cheap computer. Which it the best one to
buy?

P. Hadyn, Kilmslotv SK9 5DY.
Tilts q u e s t i o n is unanswerable
unless you know how much money
you want to spend on a computer
and what you want to do with your
computer once you've bought it.
Your question implies that you have
tittle experience of computers, so
we'll assume you want a simple, lowi>st machine, suitable for a beginner.
There are a number of computers
or less than £200, including the
/.X-80, the ZX-81, the Acorn Atom,
rhc PC-1211 and the Commodore
Vir. 'The PC-I21I is more like a
calculator which speaks English
than a computer, and because its
display is limited to a single, liquidcrystal line, it cannot be considered
wnously as a personal computer —
although thev do make splendid
"second computers", we could not
;ccommend you buy a PC-1211 as
\our first one.
The Acorn Atom language is difficult, and could be bewildering for a
neginncr, although the computer is a
solid, worthwhile one which will
stand you in good stead for many
years. Our opinion is that you
should buy, say, a ZX-80 or a ZX-81
and use it for six months or so, then
use the experience you have gained
to decide which " r e a l " computer
>ou should buy next.
There are a number of secondhand ZX-80s on the market now for
£40-£50 and we recommend you buy
one of these, rather than the ZX-81.
i'he ZX-80 is much easier to use, is
more robust than the ZX-81 —
which every so often shows a quaint
habit of just "forgetting" even-thing
held in its memory — and is far more
flexible in the IK, unexpanded
version than is the IK ZX-81.
The ZX-81 uses up so much
memory maintaining the screen
d i s p l a y , that an u n e x p a n d e d
machine has very little memory left
for you to use, so a I6K pack —
.mother £49.95 — is mandatory if
you are going to do anything worthwhile with the computer.
However, with the Sinclair
Research 16K pack, the computer
can lose its contents without any
reason, and the amount of available
memory appears to shrink to around
11K alter the machine has been
operating for an hour or so.
Our advice then is to buy a secondhand ZX-80 and after six months or
so, start looking for your next
computer.

USER DEFINING

• I wish to " u s e r - d e f i n e " keys
,>n my Hxidy Sorcerer. How can
! do this?
K Eaton, Kmgsley Crescent,
Nottingham.
Till. 101 l o w i n g m a c h i n e - c o d e
p r o g r a m , developed by Jeremy
R'.iston, gives you the following:
round brackets, the " S " sign,
nation marks, and delete, alt
::hout using SHIf I. T h e routine

L

can be adapted easily to assign other
functions to the keys of your choice.
E n t e r t h e f o l l o w i n g via t h e
monitor at a convenient address.
The routine is fully rc-locatablc.
With this in memory, you'll find you
obtain round brackets from the
square brackets keys, $ from TAB,
quotation marks from the back slash
— next to the delete key — and
delete without having to use S H I F T .
CD 18 EO CALL INCHR
28 FB
JR Z, 4
FE 5B
CP 58; i.e., left square
bracket
28 11
JR Z. 11
FE 5D
CP 5D; right square
bracket
28 11
J R Z . 11
FE 5C
CP 5C; reverse slash
28 11

FE 5F

28 11
FE OB
28 11
C9
3E 28

CP 5F; delete without
shift
CP OB; TAB

RET
LD A, 28; left round
bracket
18 OE
JR 15
3E 29
LD A, 29, right round
bracket
18 OA
JR 10
3E 22
LD A, 22; double
quotes
18 06
JR 6
3E 7F
LD A, 7F, delete
FE 00
CP 0
C9
RET
Once you've entered the routine,
type — still in the monitor — SE 1 =
start address. Keys will function as
defined. Note that by changing the
numbers after the " 3 E " , you can
change k e n as you choose.

SUPERPET QUERY
• What is the SupcrPel? I have
a 16K Pet at the m o m e n t . Can I
upgrade into a SuperPet?
.V Wilton, Haverfordwest, Dyjed,
Cyrnru.
T u t SUPER PET is the popular name
for the Commodore Model 8032
derived from the 8000 series plus the
32K of internal RAM. The SupcrPei
is Commodore's excursion into the
small business market, and unless
you have a spare £3,000, it is not for
the average computer hobbyist.
It uses the Microsoft Basic interpreter, so programs written for older
Pets will still work on it. It would be
possible to upgrade to a SuperPet
but much modification would have
to be undertaken.

MICROTAN KIT

• 1 a m puzzled by the Tangerine advertisements for Microtan
65 systems. How much does one
actually have (o buy before one
has a fully-operative computer?
By this I m e a n a s y s t e m that uses
Basic. I'm not up to assemblers
yet.
P Thornton, Selfy Oak, Birmingham,
»"«/ Midlands.
THE

BASIS of the

system

is

the

Microtan 65. This contains the 6502
microprocessor, a 1K monitor, 1K of
RAM for user programs and the
display memory. Add to this the
T a n e x board which gives you
another IK of RAM — expandable

to 7K — cassette interface, 16 I/O
lines, memory mapping and.other
goodies.
The Tanex board can be expanded
with 3 10K Microsoft Basic ROM,
and the X-bug which is essential if
you want to Save and I oad in Basic.
There is also space for a variety of
other integrated circuits — printer
drives, etc.
Tanex is ioined to the Microtan 65
by the Mini-motherboard. Add to
this a 71-key ASCII keyboard and a
power supply and you are ready to
start computing. All this will cost
you £322.90 including VAT, or less
if you choose the kit.
Alternatively, you can pick the
Micron system which contains all
these things plus the extra RAM and
integrated circuits on the Tancx
board. The £395 including VAT for
the Micron also includes cases for
the keyboard and the Microtan and
Tanex,
Either way it represents good
value for money and an excellent
computer system.

ACORN SOFTWARE

• Please could you icll me of
any software firms interested in
buying programs for the Acorn
Atom? I have a variety of g a m e s
a n d a d v a n c e d g r a p h i c s programs. .Vfartyn Smnh, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire.
THE BEST way to find firms to buy
your programs is to took through the
software advertisements and write a
short, clear letter explaining exactly
what programs you have, and the
size machine they demand, to those
firms which appear to be selling
similar material to yours.
We suggest you could try Acorn
Soft, 4a Market Hill, Cambridge;
B u g - B y t e , 251 H e n l e y R o a d ,
Coventry, CV2 1BX; or T h e Software House, 146 Oxford Street,
London, W l .

SHARP GRAPHICS

' u n P O K E " the character from its
old position w h e n making the
characters move.
T h e third way, and by far the
easiest and most flexible, is to use
the inverse arrows on the front row
of keys. Input the number of arrows
you need, within the quotation
nurks, preceding the material you
want PRINTcd.
You can place the arrows within a
loop or — to run much more quickly,
even though it is very boring to
program — enter line after line,
( hanging the complete set of arrows
in each one. T h e Ten-pin Bowling
program supplied by the manufacturers shows how effective this is.

VIDEO GENIE BUY

• Is it true that TKS-80 software
will also run on ihe Video (ienie?
If so, and regarding the price
d i f f e r e n c e , w o u l d the V i d e o
Genie be a better buy?
T F Johnson, Colchester, Essex.
YES ANI> maybe. T R S 80 Level II
software is compatible with the
Video Genie. 'There ate some great
games available for the TRS-80 at
the moment and all o! them will run
on the Video Genie without any
problem, although the Video Genie
lacks a few cursor controls which arc
on the TRS-80.
As to which is the best buy, both
computers are well produced, but
the Video Genie is more than £100
cheaper. It lacks the numeric keypad
of the TRS-80, but has an integral
cassette deck. T h e Video Genie has
the same 12K Microsoft Basic, 16K
RAM and cxpandabilitv into printers
and discs as the TRS-80.

LOADING PROBLEM

• How can I create m o v i n g
graphics easily on my Sharp
MZ-80K?
C. Hopper, Queensborough, Kent.
THERE ARE at least three ways to
make things move on the MZ-80K.
The first way is by using blocks of
Set and Re-Set to build up whatever
you want to move. The co-ordinate
of the top-left hand corner for Set/
Re-Set is 0,0 and the bottom righthand corner is 79, 49. This is a slow
way of making things move, and is
not recommended beyond the use of
a single spot as a bouncing ball.
The second way is to POKE
directly to the screen. The first
address — that is, the top left-hand
corner of the screen — is 53248, and
54247 is the address of the bottom
right-hand corner of the screen.
There arc thus 1,000 points on the
screen, and you can POKE the
character or your choice into the
position of vour choice with the
command POKE 53248 + X where X is a number from 0 to 999
— Y — where Y is the character
being POKEd. You will need to

• I a m experiencing loading difficulties with my Acorn Atom. I
use C60s and C90s, but I also
tried two C30s I bought from my
local Tandy shop. Regardless of
r e c o r d e r v o l u m e setting, the
stored data was corrupted. I use
a cassette recorder which cost
£17. My second question is 1 am
having trouble developing a program in stages, and then loading
it in stages. I have found that
although the Acorn Atom indic>
ates that the second stage is
s a v e d , I obtain a c h e c k s u m error
when I try to load in that Mage.
What a m I doing wrong?
II. Bell, Ktidonan Drive, Glasgou.
I AM SURPRISED that you are having
loading problems with the Acorn
Atom as it has a very welt-developed
system of loading which makes
errors almost impossible. It sounds
as if your recorder is just not good
enough. Buy a new one, and try it
with your Acorn — take the computer along to the shop before you
buy it. 'There is a good test routine
for loading in your manual.
T h e second problem seems to he
that you arc trying to load the second
stage of a program on top of the first
stage. You can only load in stages if
you start the second block of the program at an address which is not part
of the first stage.
H
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